Abstract. We address the problem of aligning the 3D structures of two proteins. Our pairwise comparisons are based on a new optimization model that is succinctly expressed in terms of linear transformations and highlights the problem's intrinsic geometry. The optimization problem is approximately solved with a new polynomial time algorithm. The worstcase analysis of the algorithm shows that the solution is bounded by a constant depending only on the data of the problem.
Introduction and Background
Proteins play a key role in nearly all biochemical processes of a living organism. The three dimensional structure of a protein molecule largely determines its biological function, and inferences can be made about one protein's function by aligning it to others whose biological function is already established [21] . Hence, protein structure alignment is an important problem in biology.
A protein is a long chain assembled from twenty different types of amino acids called residues. Protein chains fold into unique, tightly packed, globular structures called folds. Typically, a protein's fold is specified by a list of the three dimensional coordinates of each atom in the protein. A distance matrix specifying all the distances between pairs of atoms in the protein completely determines the fold up to reflections in a coordinate invariant way [12] . A distance matrix is often converted into a contact matrix, or map, whose entries equal one for pairs of atoms within a certain cut-off distance from one another and zero otherwise.
The objective in protein alignment is to determine a one-to-one correspondence between a subset of the atoms or residues in two different protein structures. The subset chosen should optimize some biologically relevant similarity measure, although there is currently no consensus on what this measure of similarity should be [21] . In fact, the structure alignment problem itself may not be well-posed in all cases [10] .
Existing protein alignment algorithms largely fall into two categories: (i) algorithms that directly use the three dimensional Cartesian coordinates of the atoms and (ii) algorithms that use internal coordinates (e.g. contact matrices) as a basis for comparisons [21] . Unlike sequence alignment, exact polynomial-time structure alignment algorithms do not exist. Kolodny and Linial [18] claim it is possible to obtain an approximate polynomial-time algorithm if one exploits three-dimensional Euclidean geometry. Their claim seems to favor alignment algorithms from category (i). However, three dimensional Euclidean geometry based alignments may introduce undesirable rigidity in the alignment problem [20] . Contact matrix based alignments may be more biologically relevant since they increase flexibility.
The contact map overlap (CMO) protein alignment problem is the problem of determining a one-to-one correspondence between subsets of residues in two proteins that maximizes the overlap of their contact matrices [1, 2, 6, 8, 19, 22, 25] . The CMO problem can be shown to be equivalent to other, well-studied optimization problems, like the maximum subgraph problem [1, 2] , and is known to be NP-complete [11] .
Integer programming formulations of the CMO problem have been solved with branch-and-bound techniques and several associated relaxations [2, 6, 8, 19, 25] . The problem was originally formulated in [19] as a binary, quadratic problem. Relaxations of this formulation are studied in [2, 8] and an exact algorithm was developed in [25] . A fast CMO algorithm that exploits a special structure of the maximum clique problem is described in [22] , and a technique that leverages the special properties of self-avoiding walks in two and three-dimensional Euclidean space is developed in [1] .
Our approach to protein structure alignment is different. First, we do not use discrete contact maps but instead smooth the contact information and reformulate the problem in n-dimensional Euclidean space, see Figure 1 . Second, our geometric reformulation bounds our optimization problem by constructing a solution to the underlying combinatorial problem. Third, integer programming formulations attempt to align proteins using local contact information. We instead take a global perspective by first decomposing the contact maps and identify a smaller collection of characteristic subspaces on which to make alignments. Our method competes favorably with other recently published methods for the CMO problem in terms of time and quality, and our algorithm should scale well with problem size.
Notation and Problem Statement
Let X be the n × 3 coordinate matrix whose ith row is the coordinates of the ith atom, and let M be the n × n distance matrix whose (i, j) element is the distance between atom i and atom j, i.e.
where X i,: and X j,: are the i-th and j-th columns of X. The matrices X and M are known to be in a one-to-one relationship up to reflection [12] .
We let which is a smooth contact matrix, see Figure 2 for a graph of the piecewise linear function. The parameter κ is the distance cutoff parameter and ρ is the magnitude of the slope of the sigmoid. Importantly, if ρ = 1/κ, then [C(ρ, κ)] i,j is arbitrarily small for i = j as κ decreases to zero. Hence, we can ensure C(ρ, κ) is diagonally dominant and subsequently positive definite. We make this assumption throughout. Let C ′ (ρ, κ) = C ′ and C ′′ (ρ, κ) = C ′′ be contact matrices for two different proteins for which we assume, at least for now, that the number of residues is the same. Although this assumption is atypical, this allows us to succinctly study the fundamentals of our alignment problem, and importantly, it highlights the combinatorial difficulty that we overcome. We adapt our study to the more realistic case of the two proteins having a different number of residues in Section 4.
The assumption that both ρ and κ are selected so that both C ′ and C ′′ are positive definite means that there are unitary matrices U and W so that
where D ′ and D ′′ are the diagonal matrices comprised of the positive eigenvalues for C ′ and C ′′ . Since the eigenspaces and eigenvalues characterize the contact matrices, it makes sense to align them. The essence of our comparison technique rests on the fact that the orthonormality of U and W ensures that we can find a rotation matrix Θ that perfectly aligns U with W , i.e. we can guarantee ΘW = U . However, we have a different rotation for each of the 2 n orientations of the eigenvectors. For example, if we replace the first column of U with its negative, then we have a different rotation. Deciding an optimal rotation means addressing the possibility of searching through all 2 n possible orientations. Three collections of linear operators define our search space, and we let -P be the collection of all permutation matrices, -R be the collection of all rotation matrices, and -I be the collection of all axial reflections, i.e. I is the set of diagonal matrices I ± for which each diagonal element is either 1 or −1.
The alignment problem we propose is
The matrix I ± orients the eigenvectors of C ′ , for which the unique rotation Θ = U I ± W T aligns the eigenvectors of C ′′ with those of C ′ . The permutation matrix Ω pairs the contact vectors to minimize the deviation as measured by the matrix p-norm (we assume throughout that 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 so that the sub-multiplicative property holds). We mention that the extreme case in which ρ → ∞ places the problem in graph theoretical terms since both C ′ and C ′′ are adjacency matrices for a graph (V, E), with V being the set of respective residues {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n } and E = {(r i , r j ) : D ij < κ}.
The problem can be re-written since the constraint Θ = U I ± W T gives
Using the sub-multiplicative property, we can re-state the problem as
Moreover, for the 2-norm we have
where tr(·) is the trace of the matrix. Both
T Ω are constants under the trace calculation, which means that a 2-norm reformulation
The 2-norm formulation along with the positive definite assumption provides an intrinsic geometric description of the similarity measure we optimizing. Let
where the square root is elementwise. We refer to the columns of R ′ as the intrinsic contact vectors of a protein, and each of these corresponds to a residue. Recall that C ′ i,j is the contact between residue i and residue j. Since
,j . Moreover, since the diagonal elements of C ′ are equal to one (every residue is in contact with itself), we have that the intrinsic contact vectors are unit vectors since
,i = 1. Therefore, we can interpret the contact between two residues of a protein as the cosine of the angle between their corresponding intrinsic contact vectors.
which means the objective function in (3) is
This shows that the 2-norm objective is a scaled sum of the cosines of the angles between the paired intrinsic contact vectors from the two proteins. Since the maximum value of the cosine is 1 if the angle is zero, we have the geometric insight that the 2-norm objective is minimizing the angles between the paired intrinsic contact vectors.
Algorithmic Motivation
The optimization problem in (2) can be modeled as a mixed integer optimization problem (MIP), for which a number of exact algorithms are known. However, the binary search tree underlying the MIP formulation has 2 n leaves, each of which corresponds to a unique I ± in I. For any one of these an optimal permutation matrix Ω can be calculated by solving a traditional assignment problem on the bipartite graph (N ′ , N ′′ , E), where N ′ is the collection of column vectors in
, and each edge is weighted with the p-norm difference of the defining vectors. While the assignment problem is polynomial, the fact that we might have to solve 2 n of these problems is cause for concern since n is typically around a 100. To test the ability of stock solvers we formed the MIP in AMPL and tried to solve a 10 residue problem with MINLP (posted at NEOS, http://www-neos.mcs.anl. gov/). The solution was known to be I ± = Ω = I. However, MINLP reported a different optimal solution with an objective value of about 10 times that of the known optimum. As a counterpart, CPLEX correctly identified the solution by solving the standard MIP relaxation. Unfortunately, similar success for larger, and more difficult, problems was not observed with CPLEX. This demonstrates the need for quick, high-quality heuristics to align large proteins, and we present a new, polynomial-time search strategy that is based on a geometric bound.
A small example highlights that the assignment problem is bounded for each I ± . The following are from 3 atoms of a beta sheet in two different proteins, We construct I ± by minimizing the maximum magnitude of each row of Since the first is lower, we let the first diagonal element of I ± be 1. For the second diagonal element we find that the maximum possible magnitude difference in the second row is 0.2071 if we choose either 1 or −1, which leaves this element undecided. For the third diagonal element we have a maximum possible magnitude difference of 0.0596 for 1 and 3.3612 for −1, and we select the 1 over the −1. This leaves two choices for the diagonal elements of I ± , either (1, 1, 1) or (1, −1, 1) .
This construction of I ± guarantees the magnitude of the difference between each matrix coefficient of
T Ω is at most the corresponding row value independent of Ω. So, for either of our two choices of I ± we have for any permutation matrix Ω that where the absolute value of the matrix is componentwise. This bounds the optimal value of (2) by 3 (0.0194, 0.2071, 0.0056) T p p , which for p = 2 is 0.1299. This problem's unique optimal solution has both I ± and Ω being the identity, which gives an optimal value 0.0001. So the technique identified the optimal I ± . Importantly, the technique also identified the two I ± matrices with the lowest objective values, which are listed in Table 1 for all I ± and Ω possibilities. The calculation identifying the third diagonal element of I ± hints that there is possibly a relatively large assignment if −1 is selected. Table 1 shows that the best assignment if the third diagonal is −1 is O(10 4 ) above the assignments in which the third diagonal is 1. 1, −1 ). The first row shows the permutation used to order the columns of the identity to form Ω. So, Ω for the second column has the 2nd and third columns of the identity swapped. For ease of presentation the values are rounded to four decimal places, which leaves two values at 0.0001. However, the top, left most value is lower with increased accuracy.
From a geometric perspective the construction of I ± orients, or signs, the axial components of the column vectors of D ′′ W T so that they collapse into the smallest "box" that also contains the column vectors of D ′ U T . This box bounds the worst possible assignment. Formally, for η i ∈ {1, −1} we let
Then setting
Since the particular I ± used here is only one of the 2 n elements of I, we have the following Theorem 1. The optimal value of the alignment problem in (1) is no worse than n i min{∆ i (1), ∆ i (−1)}.
Since calculating all ∆ i s is O(n 2 ), Theorem 1 gives a polynomial upper bound on the problem. Our experimental results show that this bound is not generally indicative of the optimal value of (1), especially if the proteins align well. This is not surprising since the bound is a worse case estimate of the geometry of the problem, and in the case that the proteins align well, the geometric bound is expected to be a poor estimate of the alignment problem. However, there is significant value in calculating the bound since it identifies meaningful orientations. For example, suppose that ∆ i (1) << ∆ i (−1). This suggests a preference to sign the i-th eigenvector with a 1 since if we instead select −1, the column vectors of I ± D ′′ W T deviate from the column vectors of D ′ U T . Since our goal is to minimize deviation, we select 1.
Adaptations for Real Numerical Studies
The previous section presents a method of calculating I ± so that the assignment problem is bounded geometrically, and in this section we develop a polynomial time solution procedure based on this calculation. We first adapt our model to the more realistic case in which -the number of residues differs between the two proteins, and -residues from like secondary structures are aligned.
We assume for convenience that the protein with the fewer number of residues corresponds to C ′ . In this case we pad C ′ with rows and columns of zeros to the right and to the bottom so that its dimensions agree with C ′′ . Unlike the simplified case studied earlier, part of the alignment problem is to select the eigenvectors of the larger protein that best aligns with the smaller protein. Let there be n 1 residues in the smaller protein and n 2 in the larger. The required selection is accomplished by a linear operator of the form
in which Γ ′ is a n 1 × n 2 binary matrix whose row sums are 1. This alters (2) to become
where G is the collection of all possible Γ matrices. To account for secondary structure alignment we enforce additional restrictions on Ω. Structural motifs, such as β-sheets and α-helices, are identified by the DSSP algorithm due to [15] , and part of the alignment problem is to align residues between like structures in the two proteins. Ensuring such alignments is accomplished by altering Ω. In particular, we assume that Ω i,j = 0 if the secondary structure of residue i in the first protein disagrees with the secondary structure of residue j in the second protein.
Since the number of residues in like secondary structures typically varies between the two proteins, we can no longer ensure that that each row and column of Ω contains a single 1, and instead, we can only ensure
The maximum value of S that the summation in the last condition can achieve is the total number of residues that are in a common secondary structure. For example, if the first protein has 8 residues in an α-helix and 3 residues in a β-sheet, whereas the second protein has 5 residues in an α-helix and 4 in a β-sheet, then the maximum value of S that can be achieved is min{8, 5} + min{3, 4} = 8. Since i,j Ω i,j is the number of paired residues, we generally want this to be large. If we let P ′ be the altered set of Ω matrices, the complete alignment problem we consider is
which can be re-written in terms of the contact matrices as
The only interpretive differences between this and (1) are that W Γ W T projects C ′′ onto a smaller dimension so that it can be aligned with C ′ and that P ′ is altered from P. As discussed momentarily, both Γ and Ω can be calculated efficiently, which means the combinatorial difficulty remains with calculating I ± . Our algorithmic structure circumvents the combinatorial issue of the problem by calculating the ∆ i 's as follows, 1. Calculate Γ with an assignment problem.
Use Γ D
′′ instead of D ′′ to calculate ∆ i and let
3. Calculate Ω with either an assignment problem or dynamic programming.
The fact that I ± i,i can be zero means that I ± is acting as an additional projection, i.e. the product I ± Γ is selecting a collection of eigenvectors as well as signing those that are selected. From the previous example we see that the additional projection identifies the coordinates for which the calculation of ∆ i indicates an orientation of the eigenvector. So the combined effect of I ± Γ is to judiciously orient and select the eigenspaces on which to pair the residues.
A traditional assignment problem can be used to calculate one or both of Γ and/or Ω. If we let ξ i,j be the "cost" of assigning entity i to entity j, the classical assignment problem for a square ξ matrix is
To compute Γ we let ξ i,j = |λ ′ i − λ ′′ j |, which encourages eigenvectors with similar eigenvalues to be paired. Since the proteins are of different sizes, we replace j ω i,j = 1 with j ω i,j ≤ 1. As with the square case, solving the problem is well known to be polynomial. We used the Hungarian algorithm in [5] to calculate Γ . To calculate Ω we let
We further replace i ω i,j = 1 with i ω i,j ≤ 1 and add i,j ω i,j = S, where S the maximum value in (5). This problem was modeled in AMPL and solved with CPLEX due to the changed constraints. Assignment problems were similarly used in [24] . The residue pairings from our initial numerical effort were disappointing in their biological measures. The problem was in the use of the assignment problem to calculate Ω, which was inadequate in its flexibility to handle gaps in the residue pairing. Gaps are controlled by S in the assignment problem. We used the equality i,j ω i,j = S, with S being the largest possible value, to guarantee a match between as many residues as possible. However, this assumption is not biologically sound. As an alternative, we compared the assignment method with a dynamic programming (DP) approach that pairs the residues. The DP algorithm is a standard global sequence alignment procedure [13] that allows, but penalizes, gaps in the alignment. This permits S to deviate from its maximum value. Secondary structure mismatches are also allowed but penalized. We refer interested readers to see [13] for a description of the procedure.
Numerical Results
We tested our algorithm's ability to identity the known families identified by SCOP [3] among 33 protein structures taken from the Skolnick data set [2, 6] , see Table 2 . The protein structures in the Skolnick data set were obtained from the Protein Data Bank [4] and parsed with BioPython [7] . The contact matrices were constructed with the piecewise linear sigmoid function mentioned in Section 2 with ρ = κ = 7. Other sigmoid functions were tested, but the piecewise linear function worked well with these parameters. Both the assignment method and the DP method were tested to calculate the permutation matrix Ω. The RMSD scores of our residue pairings were consistently worse for the assignment method, with an average improvement of 6.2% with DP in both the 1 and 2-norm objectives. For this reason the results below are based on the DP method for calculating Ω. Each gap in the residue alignment was penalized with a value of 2, and pairing residues from different secondary structures was penalized with a value of 3.5. These parameters can be altered to remove/limit either gaps or mismatches. In our numerical work these values gave a mixture of gaps and mismatches.
Our algorithm was run on a dual core 2.16 GHz T2600 Intel processor with 1GB of memory in Matlab under Linux. The algorithm took 555.76 seconds to align 780 pairs of proteins with the 2-norm and 734.59 seconds with the 1-norm, approximately 0.71 seconds and 0.94 seconds per alignment, respectively. Andonov et al. [2] report a time of approximately 1.04 seconds per alignment for their algorithm on a 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron processor with 4 GB of memory programmed in C++. Computation of the eigensystem of each protein is not included as this is a one time operation. For small proteins the cost of computing the eigensystem of the protein's contact matrix is negligible, but the cost grows quickly for larger proteins. The eigensystems for large proteins should be computed once and stored for data base searches.
The graphs in Figure 3 depict the clustering ability of three different scores of our alignments with the 2-norm objective function. The first two scoring functions are widely used to assess protein alignments. STRUCTAL [23] has been reported to be a good scoring function for protein alignment [17] and is given by
The quantity d i is the distance (after the structures have been superimposed) between the ith paired residues/atoms. The quantity n g equals the total number of gaps in the alignment. The second scoring function is the RMSD of the aligned residues [14, 16] , which is shown in Figure 3(b) . Figure 3(c) is the score from the DP construction of Ω. Our algorithm correctly identifies the known 5 families in each case. RMSD most clearly distinguishes the families, with our DP values doing nearly as well. The STRUCTAL measure correctly identifies the families, although the delineations are not as sharp (especially for the 4th group). Table 2 .
Conclusion
The eigensystem-based protein structure alignment algorithm described in this article is a new and fast way to align protein structures. The geometry of aligning the intrinsic contact vectors of two proteins provides additional insight into the protein alignment problem. This geometric interpretation of the problem is not available from the contact map overlap problem formulation which has a more graph-theoretic flavor. By solving an assignment problem, we can quickly pair the eigenvalues of the contact matrices of two proteins. Once an orientation for the second protein's eigenvectors has been specified, the corresponding eigenvectors are easily paired, providing a quick, permutation independent way to compare two protein structures. The key challenge solved in this paper is a method for quickly identifying a good orientation for the eigenvectors of the second protein.
The last step in the alignment is to solve a standard global sequence alignment problem. Because this alignment is done only once, the algorithm is fast, at least comparable in speed to the latest algorithms for the contact map overlap problem, but with the potential to scale well for larger problems.
